SMART SEOUL 2015
(Basic Strategic Plan for Informatization of Seoul Metropolitan City)

Ⅰ.

Prologue

The world is rapidly entering into a Smart age going beyond the Digital
age. Information Technology is not just a tool in pursuit of efficiency. IT,
in the Smart age, interacts with people and helps people fully display
ingenuity and sensibility.
The world has been upgraded once again by utilizing potential of Smart
technologies since the advent of smart phones in 2007. Smart technologies
allow services that best serve the need of people. Goods and services
applying Smart technologies know what people want and provide what
people need.
In some cases, smart devices monitor the real world and the current
conditions of certain objects in real time, and then automatically respond
to any situation. Furthermore, Smart technologies enable people to
transcend the limit of time. Unlike the past when people reacted to what
already happened, people now can proactively respond to situations even
before something happens.
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Smart technologies have enormous potential. If applied properly, Smart
technologies could entirely transform giant public spaces like cities, as
well as private spaces such as homes and offices, into a space that best
serves the need of people. We can find fundamental solutions to a
number

of

critical

issues

facing

every

society,

including

public

administration, welfare, industries, environment and energy
‘Smart Seoul 2015’ has been prepared aiming to utilize the huge potential
of Smart technologies for urban development. Seoul has been successful
in using broadband internet since late 1990s. Seoul has topped in the
UN-supported Rutgers Global E-Governance Survey since 2003. It can be
proudly said that Seoul has the highest internet competitiveness in terms
of broadband internet penetration, mobile service usage, level of online
services, and other categories.
However, the paradigm shift into "Smart" means major internal and
external changes in the administrative environment. With other nations and
cities catching up with the world best e-Government, there is a growing
need for Seoul to take proactive measures under the new circumstances.
Accordingly, "Smart Seoul 2015" pushes forward with the 3-phase plan:
first, build up Smart infrastructure (2011~2012) based on the existing
ICTs project second, provide Smart services (2013~2014); and finally,
advance Smart services (2015).
By 2015, Seoul will become a city that best applies Smart technologies,
through which we will make reality our slogan, ‘Seoul, a city of happy
citizens and a city beloved by the world!’
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II.

Smart Seoul 2015

The background and future direction of Smart Seoul 2015 are as follows.
First, in a technical perspective, IT is going through a paradigm shift into
Smart technologies such as smart phones and other smart mobile devices.
As we experienced in the Information-based society, the ongoing paradigm
shift offers another opportunity for us to nurture knowledge-creating
industries.
Secondly, in a social perspective, we need to provide easier and more
convenient services to the public as the level of our citizens’ expectation
is growing higher. While Seoul has built its reputation as an IT
powerhouse, we have not been able to fully utilize IT infrastructure,
matching the reputation. If we develop user-oriented IT strategies, the
status and role of Seoul in ICTs will be further enhanced.
We also need to develop a new business model for collaboration and
division of work between public and private sectors. The public-private
partnership will be essential for the future informatization in the public
sector. We can create a new market of public services by opening public
information to citizens and private sector.
Thirdly, in a policy perspective, one of the most important strategic goals
of Seoul is to become top 5 competitive city in the world. Smart Seoul
2015 is a new IT strategy designed to support Seoul’s effort to enhance
its competitiveness.
While Seoul has made a remarkable achievement in IT-related areas for
the past decade, it would be difficult to maintain its competitive edge
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unless it responds to changing environments of smart technologies
promptly.
It is also critical that we integrate IT with other important areas,
including job market, welfare system, and green growth. To this end,
Smart Seoul 2015 aims to systematically link Smart technologies to
operating systems of Seoul.

<Development Phase of the Seoul e-Government>

To make another substantial growth, Seoul has set the goals for
informatization and is committed to fulfilling the following tasks.
- Make Seoul a city that best utilizes Smart technologies in the world
- Realize a Smart government that actively interacts with citizens
- Build infrastructure for future urban life
- Build a creative Smart economy, and a global culture city
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1. Make Seoul a City that Best Utilizes Smart Technologies in the World
By 2015, wireless internet users with Smart devices, such as smart
phones and tablet PCs, are expected to exceed 80% of the city
population, with 30% of the citizens having Smart TV.

<The number of Smart phone and Tablet PC Users in Korea>

In order to aptly adapt to this change, Seoul will build smart environment
where citizens can use free WiFi anytime at any place with high
accessibility, such as parks, libraries, streets, and welfare & public
facilities.
At the same time, Seoul has a plan to educate on how to use Smart
technologies,

particularly

those

who

are

underserved

in

terms

of

information, including the elderly, low-income families, and the disabled
so that citizens of Seoul can best utilize smart technologies in the world.
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1.1 Build Smart Infrastructure
Seoul is building up Smart infrastructure in line with the rapidly
increasing users of Smart devices and wireless internet. By 2015, WiFi
(wireless internet service) installation will be gradually expanded to
include every public places, such as government buildings, public service
centers, and community centers.
WiFi at public places, or administrative WiFi, is provided to citizens for
free as it will be installed by Seoul using its own communication
networks and budget as opposed to commercial WiFi installed by private
mobile network operators. It will enable citizens to have easy access to
public services, life information, leisure activities, and on-site work using
public services and other leisure activities using smart phones and tablet
PCs.
In addition, Seoul will install public WiFi at about 10,000 public places,
including neighborhood parks, roadsides near commercial areas, welfare &
public facilities, school zones, residential areas, and major roads, through
a strategic public-private partnership.
Seoul signed joint MOU with three wireless service providers to install
public WiFi covering 13.5% of Seoul area.

<Pubic WiFi Installation Status in Seoul by Year>
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Seoul leases idle bandwidths of its own communication networks, which
connect CCTV cameras and traffic signals, to wireless carriers. The
wireless carriers will invest 47.7 billion KRW over 5 years from 2011 to
2015 in establishing free WiFi zones at 10,430 major spots with high
accessibility, including neighborhood parks, intersections, roadsides in
commercial areas. The WiFi service jointly prepared by Seoul and the
wireless carriers allows citizens to use free wireless internet anytime and
anywhere.
In addition to this, Seoul will enhance the satisfaction of citizens by
sharing APs (Access Point) for free, which were installed by mobile
carriers at public facilities such as bus stops.
Public WiFi will also be used for the safety of Seoul to establish a
comprehensive disaster response system. Our goal is to make Seoul the
most advanced Smart Mobile city in the world by 2015.

1.2 Close the Digital Divide in using Smart Technologies
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Seoul is preparing to bridge the digital divide in using Smart devices
among citizens.
Along with the efforts to expand and improve Smart infrastructure, Seoul
steps up to narrow the digital divide by helping the disadvantaged. Seoul
provides education on how to use Smart devices for 200,000 people who
are disadvantaged, including the elderly, low-income families and the
disabled, every year totaling 1 million people by 2015.
IT education provided by Seoul and autonomous districts includes courses
that teach how to use Smart devices and applications. The courses will
help those marginalized in ICTs become familiar with Smart devices and
use social network services (SNS), bus schedules, and other public
services, eliminating the smart divide of Seoul.
It is expected that a growing number of elderly citizens who take the
courses on Smart content will become power users who are as skillful as
younger citizens.
Smart infrastructure and smart capabilities of citizens will make Seoul a
truly smart city.

1.3 Use smart technologies to protect the disadvantaged
‘U-Health Care’ becomes a service for all citizens. ‘U-Health Care’
provides

health

check-ups

and

medical

consultation

through

remote-controlled cutting-edge medical equipment and smart devices. The
service is provided to the disabled and the elderly whose mobility is
restricted and the low-income families in priority. The city lays out an
optimal ‘U-Health Care" service model to help those who suffer from
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chronic diseases by connecting university hospitals, public health centers,
and community centers. The service will be gradually expanded across
Seoul and autonomous districts.
In addition, Seoul will use position sensors or motion detectors to provide
safety and health monitoring services for the vulnerable, such as the
elderly living alone or with dementia. Mobile devices will be used to
support the physically disabled with safe road information and emergency
alert. The services will allow users to update with road safety and risk
information, realizing a user-oriented service.

2. Realize a Smart government that actively interacts with citizens
Seoul increases its effort to develop mobile administrative services
customized to every citizen, including its effort to make all the online
civil administrative services available for mobile service in line with a
shift to a Smart administration. Seoul also encourages citizens to
participate in city affairs in various ways by building two-way network of
Seoul and private SNS providers for communication with citizens.
In addition, Seoul strengthens the security system to brace itself for a
Smart administrative environment using diverse Smart devices. At the
same

time,

the

city

plans

to

establish

infrastructure

for

Smart

administration, including building data centers based on energy-efficient
cloud computing, and Smart work centers.

2.1 Customized Civil Administrative Services that Citizens Feel Useful
Seoul implements the most advanced mobile administrative services in the
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world.

To

this

authentication-based

end,

online

civil

civil

administrative

applications,

issuance

services
of

including

administrative

documents, and other payment-related services will be fully available for
mobile service by 2014. This will be gradually expanded to apply to 37%
of the online services by 2012, 62% by 2014, and 100% by 2014.
Public service reservations, civil applications procedures, mobile safety
services, real-time emergency messaging, and other public services will be
provided based on the individual needs through mobile devices, such as
smart phones and tablet PCs, just as the way they are provided online.
Seoul establishes an integrated reservation system that citizens can
conveniently use. Until now, there have been about 30,000 different places
providing reservation service by sectors such as education, sport, culture
& tourism and medicine, and by organization such as bodies of the city,
autonomous regions and affiliated institutes, causing inconvenience to
citizens. Seoul plans to phase in the next-generation reservation system,
integrating such dispersed reservation service centers into one place by
2013.
As a result, citizens will be able to browse and reserve various services
using an integrated reservation system. Seoul plans to increase the rate of
online reservation for public services from 26% to 85%.

2.2 Increase the Quality of Online Communication with Citizens
Seoul and private web sites such as web portals will establish a joint
system to share public content. Through this project, private portals can
display living information on city news, welfare, housing, traffic and
many more on a real-time basis.
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At the same time, Seoul will build a social network that enables two-way
communication with citizens, engaging private social network service
(SNS) providers. City news, living information, and other information can
be delivered to citizens in an easier and more precise way through
official Tweeter of Seoul. The SNS will be used as a channel for direct
communication with citizens. This communication network of SNS can be
an effective tool for citizens, the users of public services, to better
understand

various

policies

and

the

stance

of

Seoul

Metropolitan

Government on many issues.
The partial communication, which is currently available through web sites
open to citizens, can be turned into a unique social network service that
will be used by citizens without the limit of time and space.

<Twitter Message System for Seoul Government Institutions>
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Seoul also plans to use Smart TV as one of 3 major channels for
e-Government services by providing the same public services as offered
through online and mobile devices.
It is estimated that 1 million households in Seoul will use Smart TV by
2015, amounting to 3 million people (30% of the Seoul population).
To be prepared for this, Seoul will develop TV-based administrative
services. The city also seeks to diversify service channels to be
responsive for the N-Screen generation when people will use smart pads,
e-book readers and other types of platforms as well as smart phones. The
city will establish a unified information system where policy information
at the home page can be seamlessly used and distributed through various
information channels, such as internet, smart phones and smart TV.

<Extension of Service Channels from Web-based to Smart-based>

Mobile-based

geo-spatial

information

can

be

used

not

only

for

administrative information services, but also for real-time procedures of
civil petitions. When citizens see someone littering or illegally parking,
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they can directly report to a relevant office through a mobile device,
which will speed up the procedures for civil complaints. This can be
possible by utilizing Location-Based Services (LBS), a basic technology in
the Smart age.
Seoul develops a variety of services for civil petitions using Geo Tagging,
one of the brilliant LBS-based technologies it owns, and actively applies
them for the city administration. Seoul will emerge as the Smartest city
government in the world by offering administrative services packed with
advanced Smart technologies.

<Civil Petition using Geo Tagging>

2.3 Strengthen Information Security
As intelligent devices are widely used in our daily lives, we are facing
new security challenges. In this ever-evolving IT environment, Seoul will
redouble its effort to reinforce information security of all kinds of
intelligent devices including tablet PCs, CCTVs, all forms of sensors,
smart phones as well as PCs.
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Seoul will build a security system for subways, waters and other
heavily-used public services, so that citizens can safely use the services.
Measure will be taken to build a safe cyber city where citizens do not
worry about cyber terrorism, privacy issues, and other downsides of a
Smart city.
Seoul will actively prevent hackers’ attack including Stuxnet, cutting-edge
cyber missile that selectively destroys social infrastructure, and will build
an intelligent response system to effectively respond to, recover from, and
prevent recurrence of attacks.
The roles of the u-Integrated Security Center will be expanded to meet
the needs of Smart environments. It will monitor and respond to in
real-time 24/7 cyber terrors that are growing ever more sophisticated
using

advanced

technologies.

In

addition,

it

will

function

as

a

comprehensive and systematic security control tower with consistent
security policy.
The center will strengthen cooperation with CERT (Computer Emergency
Response Team) including Japan, China and the U.S. along with relevant
government agencies such as the National Intelligence Service, and
Ministry of Public Administration and Security.
Seoul will prepare a variety of countermeasures against cyber attacks in
the face of growing Fixed Mobile Convergence (FMC). It will operate a
mobile security certification program to prevent security breach of the
vulnerable wireless communications. In order to heighten the security level
for services using the FMC, end-to-end security is applied to the services
that use CCTV footages, and traffic information through smart phones,
and tablet PCs.
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On top of this, Seoul plans to set up and operate a security protocol for
the cloud computing service using the FMC technology related to the
public administrative works as cloud computing becomes commonplace.

2.4 Smart Public Administrative Infrastructure
As more people emphasize the balance between work and life, there are
new forms of working arrangement such as work-from-home jobs, flexible
working hours and remote working. In addition, office spaces are
changing to better facilitate the future work arrangement as part of
energy-conserving green growth initiative.
Improved infrastructure for Information and Communication Technologies
and Smart devices has made it possible for people to work smart.
Advancement in core technologies and infrastructure such as virtualization,
platform, and cloud computing has significantly contributed to the spread
of smart work.
Seoul has continued to reinvent a field-centered work center utilizing a
world-class ICT infrastructure, which will contribute to improving work
productivity and satisfaction, achieving green growth, and addressing low
birth rate.
It is developing a standard model of smart work for the pregnant and
child-raising public employees as well as the private sector employees. It
will also establish public-private work centers to be shared by the public
and private sectors. Such work centers will be gradually increase in key
locations of the city.
Seoul operates data centers based on cloud computing, which has high
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energy efficiency. The city can save costs for system setting and operation
by virtualizing IT assets such as servers and storage devices. In other
words, Seoul city establishes an eco-friendly data center based on low
carbon green growth initiative.
This would also allow the city to offer flexible and non-stop service to
users even in case of system updates by allocating resources effectively.
Establishing cloud computing environment will save the city more than
30% of system operating costs by integrating systems, cutting bills for
electricity, system setting, and SW maintenance. The city can also
automate the process of distributing public resources and provide cloud
services anytime, anywhere, and using any media.
According to the statistics of Korean government, the domestic cloud
computing market is projected to grow by 4 times from 673.9 billion
KRW in 2009 to 2,548 billion KRW in 2014. In addition, the operating
cost of public IT infrastructure will be reduced by 50% by 2015.

3. The Future Urban Life Infrastructure
Seoul puts its utmost efforts to enhance the citizens’ safety through Smart
devices. The city offers safety services for the immediate response to
children at risk by monitoring in real time. The city also plans to
establish an early warning system against unexpected natural disasters so
that citizens can properly respond to situations.
To this end, Seoul will fully utilize cutting-edge IT tools, such as an
integrated database on disaster, geo-spatial analysis, and Location-Based
Services. In 2015, Seoul will apply smart technologies to make Seoul a
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safe city.
Households will be able to save energy by checking Smart meters for
water and electricity installed inside houses. Cars will be fueled by clean
and affordable electricity. The context-aware system will be applied to
street lights to inform citizens of the level of air pollution through street
light media boards and automatically control light according to outdoor
luminance. Such changes will make Seoul a smart city where ICTs and
green environment coexist.

3.1 Enhance Citizens’ Safety through Smart Devices.
Seoul will manage an integrated CCTV control system for children’s
safety, crime prevention and traffic control, disaster and accidents, and
many others to strengthen the public safety. Real-time monitoring will be
applied to all CCTV cameras and citizens’ calls for help will be
responded immediately.
While CCTV camera installation is increasing at a 39% annual rate, there
is a big difference in the rate by region. Furthermore, the separate control
of CCTV cameras has obstructed effective operation.
Seoul will meet the challenges by narrowing the difference of the CCTV
camera installation rate among regions gradually. It will also make the
most of CCTV by sharing 10,000 cameras for the purpose of public
safety and crime prevention by 2015.
It is difficult to operate real-time CCTV monitoring solely by people.
Instead, the city plans to raise the monitoring rate from the current 30.7%
to 100% by automating monitoring process using IT. Seoul also intends to
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reduce the crime rate more than 10% through enhanced responsiveness of
CCTV cameras to citizens’ call for help, which is possible by applying
sensors for emergency bell or other emergency-signaling sounds and other
related technologies.
<Public CCTV Installation Status in Seoul – 2011>

Seoul will expand real-time location-based ‘Smart Seoul Safety Service’ to
587 elementary schools by 2015.
Smart Seoul Safety Service will provide citizens with a social safety net
by allowing parents to check children’s travelling route and real-time
locations online and to request help in an emergency.
The Service started in 2009 as a pilot program and has extended to 7
elementary schools in 2011. It will be extended to all the elementary
schools

in

Seoul after

upgrading

the

system

in line

with Smart

environment. Seoul city is planning to support children from low-income
families, the elderly with dementia, and the mentally disabled with service
fee and electronic tag.
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Seoul associates this service with other similar safety services provided by
Ministry of Public Administration and Ministry of Education, Science and
Technology to avoid investment overlap and improve service efficiency.
The Smart Seoul Safety Service will be pushed forward using both
Seoul’s own network platform and a widely-spread private

mobile

communication network. This location-based service will be broadly
available in real time not only in Seoul but also in any place of Korea.
An emergency rescue system will be developed in alliance with the
police, fire stations, school police, and integrated control centers of
autonomous regions.
<Operation Plan for Seoul Safety Service>

Public-private partnership and a framework for broader safety service will
be built to detect the real-time locations of the socially weak and rescue
them.
Seoul will strengthen the disaster prevention system. In the event of
disasters and accidents, Seoul has sent warning messages to citizens via
website and mobile phones after accidents occurred. Since disaster
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information was dispersed, it has been difficult to make the best of ICT
resources to effectively analyze and respond to situations.
To address the issues, Seoul will strengthen the system based on the
integrated disaster database and geo-spatial analysis for safety control.
Such intelligent emergency system will allow Seoul city to better prevent
disaster and accidents as well as analyze and respond to situations
immediately.
In addition, Seoul city has a disaster preventive scheme linking all the
relevant organizations. For a real-time warning and response system, the
city uses all the possible channels including SNS, mobile devices, Smart
TVs, and call centers.
This system will allow citizens who sensed dangers in the first place to
report it to a relevant organization in real time so that precise and
prompt actions can be taken. LBS and spatial information are to be used
to send messages to a right place in a timely manner.
Seoul will use the state-of-the-art technologies to increase its security
level significantly and to ensure safe living of all citizens.

3.2 Smart Urban Life
Traffic Operation Information Service (TOPIS), which is responsible for a
comprehensive operation of traffic-related information in Seoul, provides
Smart traffic information in real time.
Traffics on key areas will be monitored, and traffic information will be
collected and analyzed to ensure efficient traffic flow.
It develops and operates a mobile information-collecting system by
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installing GPS devices in taxis and cars. Traffic information is displayed
by TOPIS at home page, mobile web, DMB, TBS, and VMS (Variable
Message Sign).
Furthermore, the bus information system provides users with real-time
locations and expected arrival time of buses, saving waiting time and
improving punctuality.
Inter-city bus information will also be provided to help travelers and
commuters.

<Bus Operating System>

The

coverage

of

traffic

information

will

be

extended

to

Seoul

Metropolitan area from Seoul and a part of Gyeonggi province. Seoul
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provides an integrated public transit service linking subways, buses, and
taxis, and the traffic signal system is improved in favor of public
transportation.
Seoul city combines and analyzes real-time traffic data provided by other
agencies

including

Seoul

Regional

Construction

Management

Administration and Korea Highway Corporation. The traffic data will be
used to provide customized traffic information service such as traffic
patterns.
Citizens will enjoy integrated public transport service regardless of regions
or means of transport. Intelligent transport services will reduce commuting
time and improve the user satisfaction.
Seoul provides an environment service, which is closely related to the
daily lives of citizens by comprehensively analyzing environmental data
such as the climate, air, and water quality. To this end, the city
establishes an integrated environment data system that manages the
currently dispersed environment information and sensor network. Seoul
city will be able to offer handy information to citizens through multiple
channels.
Seoul city pushes forward with the mandatory use of new renewable
energy

sources

by

2015

as

per

the

Declaration

on

Environmentally-Friendly Energy. As part of this effort, the city sets up a
management system for new renewable energy. Seoul plans to build a
unified dashboard for Seoul environment information to prepare for carbon
credit trading scheme (scheduled to be implemented from 2015). The city
aims to reduce 2% of CO2 emissions and 10% of energy consumption.
Street lights applying Context-aware system will inform citizens of the
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level of air pollution on the street light media boards and will
automatically control light according to outdoor luminance.
Seoul city uses smart grid for energy management. The city promotes
energy conservation by distributing smart meters and intelligent home
electricity controllers which display the amount of power consumption and
contribute to energy saving. Seoul city estimates that smart sensors and
intelligent

electricity

information

will

contribute

to

reducing

power

consumption by 10% or saving 500 billion KRW.
Seoul also implements the Eco-mileage program to encourage citizens to
save energy in daily lives. In pursuit of the world top 3 cities in
introducing green cars, Seoul city will operate 120,000 electric cars and
110,000 charging stations by 2020. Seoul pursues a green smart city
where ICTs and environment coexist.

4. Creative Smart Economy, Global Culture City
Seoul

city

information

supports
security

businesses
essential

that

for

develop

smart

new

phones,

technologies

CCTV

and

of

cloud

computing. Seoul operates a business incubator and the world-class test
bed of security system in IT Complex, and it aims to become the 3 rd
most competitive city in smart information security, competing with
world-class leaders in information security such as US and Israel.

In addition, Seoul helps promote application businesses by nurturing Smart
application experts, and supporting start-ups. Seoul city will nurture highly
skilled workers in application business and will support one-person
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creative enterprises.
Seoul plans to build Seoul Data Mart to provide public information which
is difficult to be produced by private businesses. By doing so, IT public
service industry will grow and the size of content industry of Seoul will
be doubled.

4.1 Make it to the World Top 3 in Smart Information Security
Seoul will invest heavily in the Smart information security industry to
make Seoul safe from hackers’ attacks.
It will set up a support center for the Smart information security industry
at IT Complex. Business incubators will support 50 companies annually
with the world-best test bed for security systems. Apart from this effort,
the city will operate another center to support the export in this industry.
Initially,

Seoul

invests

in

strengthening

security

for

mobile

public

administration, CCTV, and others using Smart technologies, which is
closely related to citizens’ daily lives. The investment is scheduled to soar
from 73 million KRW in 2011 to 24.3 billion KRW by 2015.
Relating to this, the number of workers in the Smart information security
field is estimated to rise from 6,000 to more than 10,000 in Seoul alone.

4.2 Nurture the Application Business Unique in Seoul
Seoul promotes a unique Application Business by nurturing Smart
application experts, and supporting entrepreneurs.
As of 2011, there are 100 application development centers run by schools
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in

Seoul,

activity

clubs,

and

private

companies

and

about

2,000

application experts working in this field.
To begin with, Seoul provides education and supports to those who start
businesses,

in

cooperation

with

the

existing

private

application

development centers. The city lays a foundation for systematic support
along with Seoul-based mobile carriers, research laboratories, universities,
and related associations. As a result, the number of application developers
is expected to triple to 6,000 by 2015.
Seoul will build software business clusters for smart devices at IT
Complex and Seoul Application Development Center. Seoul Application
Development Center will be used to train 600 highly skilled workers,
including

application developers

and

planners,

and

to

support

600

one-person creative enterprises.

<Bird’s eye view map of IT Complex>

l IT Complex: Construction finishes in September, 2012. High-tech IT
landmark which is home to the center for Smart Information Security, the
Secretariat of WeGO, an e-sports arena, and TBS
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l Seongsu IT Center: a place prepared by Seoul aiming to promote IT
convergence, bio industry, and R&D

4.3 Establish Seoul Data Mart for Public Information
The informatization project has continuously created public information
which is useful and applicable. Now this public information is considered
as an important national asset with social and economic value.
In this sense, Seoul pushes for the creation of Data Mart to release
public information, which contributes to public service development and
IT industry advancement.
In the beginning, Seoul will release 150 datasets, or over 35% of the
total 400 datasets. Seoul will declare on the policy for opening public
information to create a policy framework. In addition, strict data quality
control, data processing for private use, and security control will be
followed.

<Picture: Procedure for Public Information Release >
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⇒

Use the
open
datasets

⇒

Citizens
and
Companies

The publication of information starts from 40 categories in 2011, up to
60 in 2012, 80 in 2013, 100 in 2014, and finally 150 in 2015.
The datasets with greater industrial implications, such as data on traffic,
geography, and culture and tourism, will be publicized in priority. Seoul
city will continue to open useful information to citizens and businesses in
consideration of the availability of Open API and data reuse.
<Seoul Data Mart>

Economic value of the released public information amounts to 1.2 trillion
KRW (economic value based on public data reuse). The public data will
assist the private sector in creating diverse business models and values.
It is expected that these efforts of Seoul will double the size of
knowledge information and content business by 2015. (The total sales of
content business reached 6.7 trillion KRW in 2010)

4.4 Secure the Global Leadership of IT Seoul
Seoul launched WeGO (World e-Governments Organization of Cities and
Local Governments) in September 2010 along with 49 member cities
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around the world. As the first president city of WeGO, Seoul is playing
a leading role in promoting international collaborations in e-government.

In particular, WeGO signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with
the United Nations for the cooperation relating to the United Nations
Public Administration Network. Also, it concluded MOU with the World
Bank for e-government collaborations for cities of developing counties.
Based on such international collaborations, WeGO is growing into a
substantial international organization.
<General Assembly for Establishment of WeGO>

Successful inauguration of WeGO will contribute to:
1. Promoting exchanges and cooperation in e-government among cities
2. Enhancing administrative efficiency and transparency by strengthening
digital capacity
3. Achieving green growth by building action plan for green IT
4. Promoting citizen participation
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5. Bridging the digital divide by sharing good practices
We expect the member cities to achieve sustainable urban development
and mutual prosperity and to improve the quality of life of citizens.

III.

Epilogue

The e-government of Seoul will continue to raise its international status
in the Smart age based on the past achievements. Seoul is moving
forward to be a city that best utilizes Smart technologies, to realize a
Smart

government

that

actively

interacts

with

citizens,

to

build

infrastructure for future urban life, and to build a creative Smart
Economy and a global culture city.
In addition, Seoul will play a leading role in global e-government and
share smart technologies with the rest of the world. It will make every
effort to achieve e-government for all and will continue to invest in ICTs.
Seoul will position itself as the world’s best e-government city by
applying creative capacity of Seoul to e-government services.
In 2015, Seoul becomes a city that best utilizes Smart technologies!
Seoul becomes safer, greener, more convenient, and more blissful for
citizens. Smart Seoul 2015 integrates technology for blissful life of
citizens.
World’s 5th most competitive city!
Seoul’s race for global top 5 will never stop.
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